This website uses cookies.

Cookies are being used in order to customize content and notices, in order to
provide social network functions and analyse traffic. Cookies are small text files
that may be used by websites in order to make their use more efficient.
AQUAVIA can legally store cookies on your device if they are strictly necessary
for the operation of this website.
We need your permission for all the other types of cookies. Cookies are NOT
viruses! They use plain text formats. There are not made of code fragments,
therefore they cannot be executed or self-execute. Consequently, they cannot
duplicate or replicate on other networks in order to self-execute or replicate
again. Because they cannot carry out these functions, they may not be
considered as viruses.

Your consent shall apply to the following domain: www.aquavia.ro .
Types of cookies used:
1. NECESSARY (dropdown list tab with examples like those included below)
The necessary cookies help create a useable website by activating basic
functions, such as page navigation, and access to the secured areas on the
website. The website cannot properly function without these cookies.

Examples:

Name

Supplier

Purpose

Expiry

Type

CookieConsent

Cookiebot

Stores the user's cookie consent
state for the current domain

1 year

HTTP
Cookie

PHPSESSID

www.aquavia.ro

rc::a

Google

rc::b

Google

Preserves user session state
across page requests.

Session

HTTP
Cookie

This cookie is used to distinguish
between humans and bots. This is
HTTP
beneficial for the website, in order Persistent Local
to make valid reports on the use of
Storage
their website.

This cookie is used to distinguish
between humans and bots.

Session

HTTP
Local
Storage

2. STATISTICS (dropdown list tab with examples like those included below)

The statistics cookies helps us to understand how visitors interact with the website,
by collecting and reporting information anonymously.

Examples:
Name

Supplier

Purpose

Expiry

Type

Registers a unique ID that is used to

_ga

Google

_gat

www.aquavia.ro

HTTP
generate statistical data on how the visitor 2 years Cookie
uses the website.
Used by Google Analytics to throttle
request rate

1 day

Registers a unique ID that is used to
_gid

Google

generate statistical data on how the visitor 1 day
uses the website.

HTTP
Cookie
HTTP
Cookie

3. MARKETING (dropdown list tab with examples like those included below)

Marketing cookies are used in order to follow users from one website to the
other. The intention is to post relevant engaging notices for individual users, and
as a result they are more valuable for the publicity agencies and the third parties
operating in the publicity sector.

Examples:

Name

Supplier

Purpose

fr

facebook.comUsed by Facebook to deliver a series of
advertisement products such as real time bidding
from third party advertisers.

PREF

youtube.com Registers a unique ID that is used by Google to keep
statistics of how the visitor uses YouTube videos
across different websites.

tr

facebook.comUnclassified

Expiry Type
3
months

8
months

HTTP
Cookie

HTTP
Cookie

Session Pixel
Tracker

